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**ABSTRACT**

Current touch pen requires the special equipments to detect a touch and its price increases in proportion to the screen size. In this paper, we propose a method for detecting a touch and implementing a pen using the depth information. The proposed method obtains a background depth image using a depth camera and extracts an object by comparing a captured depth image with the background depth image. Also, we determine a touch if the depth value of the object is the same as the background and then provide the pen event. Using this method, we can implement a cheaper and more convenient touch pen.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, the interest in touch pen that induces an active interaction between the teacher and students is growing due to multimedia environment via computer that is built in the classroom. To strengthen an interaction and collaboration of lessons between students and teacher, using a touch pen works well. Therefore, the introduction of a touch pen is growing in various countries to promote the upgrading educational infrastructure.

Conventional methods of recognizing a touch in a touch pen have been presented: methods for using a screen including the physical touch sensors[1], methods for detecting infrared ray(IR) that is flowing over a screen attaching IR sensors[2,3], and methods for detecting ultrasonic waves by generating an ultrasonic when a pen is touched [4,5]. The method of using the screen including the physical touch sensors finds a touch point from calculating a change of the current if the screen is touched. This method has the high accuracy of a touch event and is not needed to a special touch devices, but a price of this device is expensive. The method of using IR sensors attaches a large number of IR sensors to surround the screen and shoots IR signals and then identifies a touch as if IR signal is covered when the screen is touched. This method does not relate to screen, so the production of this device is simple than the physical touch screen. However this method needs a configuration process. The method of using the ultrasonic sensors and the ultrasonic pen attaches ultrasonic sensors to surround the screen and detects a touch using the ultrasonic pen. The device using this method is cheaper than other methods, but the ultrasonic pen must be required to touch.

In this paper, we propose a method of implementing the touch pen by recognizing the touch by using a depth camera. As Microsoft's Kinect which can measure the depth information has been released in the late 2010, the studies using a depth
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value to recognize the user’s motion have been presented [6,7,8]. In addition, the studies have been presented about the methods for providing an event with the user’s motion that is obtained by using a depth camera [9,10,11].

This paper presents a method of recognizing the touch via the depth camera and providing the reasonable event by touch. We can generate a background depth image that is not affected by a light using depth information. Then we can obtain the object by comparing the captured depth image with the background depth image. We measure the distance between an object and the screen using the depth information of this object and realize whether this object is touch. Touch pointer may be multiple. This paper considers only a single touch by using the nearest point into the depth camera to the touch point to obtain the appropriate touch point. We can implement the touch pen by providing a touch event without any physical touch sensors.

2. PROPOSED TOUCH PEN METHOD USING DEPTH INFORMATION

In this paper, we implement the touch pen using the method of recognizing the touch from the depth image which is captured around the screen by depth camera. Fig. 1 shows the flowchart of the proposed method.

A depth camera is situated where it can capture the screen. After that, the depth camera captures the depth image. We obtain the background depth image by capturing the screen when any objects are not in front of the screen. Fig. 2 shows the visualization image of depth information of the background.

After obtaining the background depth image, we capture the depth image from the depth camera. In each pixel \( x \ y \) in the image, we compare the depth information \( D_{xy} \) in the captured depth image with the depth information \( B_{xy} \) in the background depth image. We perform a binarization to remove the pixel which the \( D_{xy} \) is equal to the \( B_{xy} \) like Eq. 1 so we obtain the binarization image \( O \).

\[
O_{xy} = \begin{cases} 
0, & \text{if } B_{xy} = D_{xy} \\
1, & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases}
\] (1)

There may be noises in the binarization image. The noises can be removed from image in labeling process to remove the object whose size is smaller than a fixed size \( N_{\min} \). Using this method, the object is separated from the image. Fig. 3 shows that the areas of noise (Fig. 3 (a)) is removed from the binarization image in labeling process using the method like Fig. 3 (b).

We check the pixel which is the composition of the object. We consider that the touch is occurred if the object is close as a constant \( M \). In the pixel \( x \ y \) in the object, we compare the depth information \( D_{xy} \) in the captured depth image with the depth information \( B_{xy} \) in the background depth image, which is the screen. If the difference value between
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Fig. 1. Flowchart of the proposed method.

Fig. 2. The depth information of the background.
the $D_w$ and the $B_w$ is less than the $M$ as in Eq. 2, we can consider that touch is occurred in this location. In this regard, $M$ is considered about the error of the depth information by capturing by the depth camera.

$$|B_w - D_w| < M$$ (2)

If touch is detected, the suitable touch pen event is provided in the touch location. In detecting touch, the proposed method draws a straight line between the touch point at previous frame and the touch point at current frame as shown Fig. 5 (a). The time slice between each frame is short, so the event of touch pen is work well as shown Fig. 5 (b).

3. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this paper, we use the Kinect developed by Microsoft as the depth camera. Kinect has a 640×480 resolution depth pixels within 30 fps.

For this simulation, we provide the touch pen event and measure an accuracy of the touch location when the touch event is performed. As shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, we test the touch by the touch pen event.

We vary the $M$ which is the value of the detecting touch distance and we simulate 20 times in each case. We locate the depth camera that is 1.5m away from the center of the screen and 30° from the plane of the screen. We set the $N_{min}$ as 500. We measure the accuracy of touch location where the touch pen event is occurred.

According to varying the $M$, the distance to begin to recognized touch, which is distance between the object and the screen, is changed. Fig. 8 shows the result of this simulation. In this result, we find that the relationship between the $M$ and the distance to touch recognized is linear proportional relation.

We also measure the accuracy of the touch location to measure the distance between the location of the touch and the location where the touch event

Fig. 3. The processing of the extraction object: (a) The binarization image and (b) The labeling image which noises are removed from.

Fig. 4. Comparing the captured depth image with the screen.

Fig. 5. Providing touch pen event: (a) Drawing a straight line between the touch point at previous frame and the touch point at current frame, (b) Providing touch event by drawing straight lines between touch point at each frame.
Fig. 6. Environment of simulation.

Fig. 7. Result of a touch pen event using the proposed method.

Fig. 8. Relation between the $M$ and maximum touch recognition distance.

Fig. 9. Relation between the $M$ and the distance error of a touch event.

Fig. 10. The condition of the touch location accuracy measurement through a location of the depth camera.

Fig. 11. Relation between the distance error of a touch event and an angle between the depth camera and the screen.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\theta$ (deg)</th>
<th>Distance error of a touch event (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

is performed. Fig. 9 shows the result of this simulation. In this result, the accuracy is higher when the $M$ is lower. However, the frequency of incorrect touch increases when the $M$ is lower.

The location of the depth camera that is relative to the screen has an effect also on the accuracy. Thus, we measure the accuracy by changing the location of the depth camera. We change the angle between the X axis of the screen and the depth camera and then we measure the accuracy. We set the $M$ as 3 and the other conditions are same. Fig. 10 shows this simulation.

Table 1 shows the result of the accuracy of the location of the depth camera. We find that the accuracy is highest when $\theta$ is 30 degree. Also, we find that the accuracy is rather worse when $\theta$ is less than 15 degree. If the angle is too low, then the size of the screen within the captured depth im-
age is small so the resolution of the screen within the captured depth image is not enough to detect the touch. On the other hand, when $\theta$ is more than 75 degree, the error of touch detection is occurred so it can not perform a touch event. If the angle is too high, then the difference of neighborhood depth values in the captured depth image is small so wrong touch detection is often occurred.

We also measure the accuracy when the distance between the depth camera and the screen is changed. Fig. 11 shows the result of this simulation. In this result, the accuracy is higher when the $d$ is lower. Further, the depth camera can not correct depth information when the distance is over 3m.

The kind of the depth camera has an effect also on the accuracy. We use other depth camera, Xtion Pro Live, Kinect v2 to check this. Table 2 shows the result of this simulation. We find that the accuracy of Xtion Pro Live is lower than Kinect. We assume that the process of obtaining the depth information in Xtion Pro is simple. We also find out that the accuracy of Kinect v2 is higher than Kinect because Kinect v2 applies TOF method to obtain the depth information.

In the simulation results, we can get the best optimum touch event when $M$ is 1 and the angle is 30 degree. The touch event is better accuracy as the location of the touch camera is closer to the screen.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose the method of implementing the touch pen to obtain the background depth image by capturing the screen and providing event using touch location. First, we obtain the background depth image without any object. After that, we extract the object to perform binarization and do labeling. We detect the touch to compare the captured depth image with the background depth image. We can implement to provide the touch event if the touch is detected using the above method. We also measure an accuracy of the touch location when the touch event is performed as changing the location of the depth camera, the distance of the depth camera from the screen, and the kind of the depth camera. We find out that the proposed method can be implemented the touch pen using the depth camera. But, some error of touch location can be occurred because of perspective distortion that arises according to camera’s position. The accuracy of touch may be better to correct the distortion[12].

Recently, the touch pen in the market does not come into a wide use because of high cost or required special devices. We expect that the cost of the touch pens will be lower using this proposed method.
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